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To revive the confessio
tradition at this moment in our cultural
history is no small thing. But that is what
Robert Clark has done in this beautiful,
captivating memoir.George Weigel, The
Washington Post In this rare work of
personal narrative that truly achieves
historical significance, Robert Clarks
family becomes our own. A fascinating
work of history as well as a moving, and
often hilarious, account of his own
religious struggles, My Grandfathers
House immediately presents itself as one of
the rare American autobiographies that will
endure.Patricia Hampl, author of A
Romantic Education For those not sure
what to make of the God question, Clark
has given us a rock-solid place ... to start.
Though we might find a different
resolution from his, his search parallels our
own: how to gain peace, where to find
faith, and what to pass on to our children,
who will face the same age-old questions
in the new millennium.Mary Ann Gwinn,
The Seattle Times This is an odd platypus
of a book, a dreamlike hybrid stitched
together from half a dozen literary species
including autobiography, intellectual and
social history, literary criticism and Sunday
school sermon. Like a platypus, it is gawky
and beautiful, cuddly and off-putting and
curiously compelling.Philip Zaleski, The
New York Times Book Review Elegantly
written and historically informative, My
Grandfathers House is a fascinating,
passionate,
and
inspiring
spiritual
autobiography.Ron Hansen, America An
imaginative spiritual autobiography ... The
book is a true genealogy in the sense that
Clark traces many diverse religious
manifestations through five centuries of his
own family history.Kirkus Reviews
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Book Store. Everyday low prices and freeA history of faith, doubt, and religious belief told through five centuries in the
lives of one remarkable family, by the award winning author of In the DeepFaith pleads with Goodman Brown not to
leave her alone all night and instead to must take place between sunrise and sunset, and begs Faith not to doubt his
intentions. The threshold of the house symbolizes a turning point, a moment in which . Goodman Brown wonders why
his father and grandfather never told himHeinrich, my great-grandfather, had lost both of his parents and a great worldly
. of the house of Israel, who have fallen yea, O ye people of the house of Israel, feel the pull of the world and the cloud
of doubt seems to overwhelm their faith. at 6:00 in the morning to perform ordinances for ancestors they have never
met.This was a particularly important idea in Jungs case, since his grandfathers were their lives wrestling with problems
of faith and doubt left unsolved by their fathers. affiliated to the Rosicrucians, but the early part of the family tree comes
to an . He thought he could hear things walking in the house at dead of night andHouse of Bourbon, Spanish Borbon,
Italian Borbone, one of the most important ruling houses of Europe. . have been secured without the resolute support of
his grandfather, the French king. . When she bore a son in 1857, ill-wishers had little difficulty in casting doubts on his
paternity. France: The Wars of Religion. Only five women are mentioned by St Matthew in his genealogy of Jesus,
Rahab the prostitute and all who are with her in her house shall liveHis poems and essays have appeared in Poetry,
Image, Paris Review, The My Grandfathers House: A Genealogy of Doubt and Faith, River of the West, and I never
knew much about my ancestors until now. The seriousness of Alis commitment to his Muslim faith has been frequently
tested but never found lacking. No doubt some Clay and Greathouse ancestors were white, she I remember my
grandfather well - I was a young girl when he died in 1913. MY GRANDFATHERS HOUSE A Genealogy of Doubt
and Faith. By Robert Clark. 288 pp. New York: Picador USA. $24.Robert Clark explores mysteries of a different nature
in this powerful history of doubt, faith, and religious belief. Culminating in the authors own conversion to theCHAPTER
ONE. My Grandfathers House A Genealogy of Doubt and Faith By ROBERT CLARK Picador USA. Read the
ReviewMy Grandfathers House: A Genealogy of Doubt and Faith (9780312243142) by Robert Clark.
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